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INC: PROTECT, CONTROL AND TRACK PRINTING OF COPYRIGHT DESIGNS

Protect, control and track printing of copyright designs
Abstract
A plethora of copyright images and designs published today are subjected to unscrupulous usage and
piracy.
For instance, professional photographers or a photo houses, fashion designers, etc publish images to be
printed on posters, calendars, cards or on large hoardings or on fabric. There could be digitally
reproduced artwork or 3D designs from jewelry, art pieces, to mechanical parts of various equipment.
In most of these cases, the professionals need to advertise their designs but at the same time prevent
their illegal use.
When copyright images are legally purchased, there is no system to track or control the number of
prints that have been taken or track the people who have produced the prints except for the legal
contract signed at the time of sale. Furthermore, there is no mechanism for all these publishers to
charge money based on the number of prints taken or products produced, or charge based on the
quality of images printed.
For example, 3D designs that are of sensitive nature, such as parts of arms and ammunitions or parts of
critical scientific equipment need to be secured and tracked.
This invention provides a complete solution to protect, control and track printing of copyrighted images
and designs or in other words, a solution that aids Digital‐Rights Management. It also provides a
mechanism to collect user data for business analytics using which Business establishments can drive
their business strategies, sales and marketing plans, advertisements and product promotions, etc.

Solution:
This solution is divided into three parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Creation of “Print Protect” files
Creation of “Print Protect” contract
Printing of “Print Protect” files
Tracking of “Print Protect” prints

The solution has three functional entities:
a. Print Protect Solution Software: The software that runs on the publisher’s system which
provides the complete “Print Protect” infrastructure at the publisher’s end.
b. Print Protect App: The application that runs on the printer. The same could also be part of the
printer firmware.
c. Cloud/Remote Server/Block chains infrastructure
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The publisher or seller of the copyrighted design/image interacts with the “Print Protect Solution
Software”. The Creation of the “Print Protect” files and contacts is enabled by this software.
The buyer or the user of the copyrighted design/image interacts with a printer that has the “Print
Protect App” running on it.

Creation of “Print Protect” files:
The seller or publisher of images/designs with copyrights adds the additional protection referred to as
“Print Protect”. The copyrighted images with this additional feature are sold or published.
Creation of the “Print protect” files involves two steps:
a. Make the files impossible or unsuitable for printing in printers without “Print Protect”
verification.
b. Add additional identification tags or meta data to recognize the files as Print protected ones.
The “Print Protect Solution software” performs the task of creating “Print Protect” files.
One or more of these methods can be employed to create “Print Protect” files:
1. Reduction of image resolution: High resolution images files such as jpegs that are typically
printed from graphic printers will be published in lower resolution making them unfit for direct
quality printing.
2. Partial data: Images or designs are published with partial data wherein a small, yet significant
data is removed. The removal of data would not affect the visualization of the image or product
but would make it unsuitable for quality printing.
3. Different file format: Designs that are rendered on 3D printers are published in simpler formats
like STL that do not have color information. This method can be used in cases where color
printing is vital for the product produced.
The second part of creating “Print Protect” files is the enablement of copyright validation and
authentication.
While creating the “Print protect” file meta data such as a security string or an URL is embedded
within the file. Presence of this data enables the printer to identify the job as a Print protected one.
It also serves as the key to the data contract discussed in the subsequent section.

Creation of “Print Protect” contract:
The publisher who would want to use the “Print Protect” facility need to register for the solution.
Registered users are provided with the necessary infrastructure for creating “Print Protect” files which is
the “Print Protect Solution software”. The software first produces “publishable” files using one of the
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methods explained in the previous section. Then the publisher defines the contract of the copyright
image/design that includes and not limited to the following:





people who are authorized to print
number of copies permitted to print
quality of prints
Size or colors of prints

The contract is stored in a remote server or cloud or on blockchains and is identified by an unique
identity or meta data embedded in the “Print Protect” print job.
The user also uploads the actual file that has complete and correct data required to be printed. For
security reasons, job is either fragmented into multiple pieces and/or encrypted. The secured job is
stored in cloud or remote servers or block chains.
The two parts explained above deals with what the publisher needs to do to create and publish Print
Protect files. The complete infrastructure which is the “Print Protect Solution software” runs on the
publisher’s system performs these actions. The software interacts with cloud or remote server or block
chains to save data contracts and printable files. The functionality of the “Print Protect Solution
software” is summarized in the diagram below:

Diagram 1: Print Protect Solution Software
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The next section deals with printing of the “Print Protect” file at the buyer’s end. This is performed by
the “Print Protect App” running on the Printer.
The publisher at the time of selling the copyright design/file updates the data contract with the details
of the buyer and provides the buyer access rights through a certificate or license or credentials
generated by the “Print Protect Solution Software”.
The buyer uses the same to print the Print Protected file that he has purchased. The below diagram
summarizes the functionality of the “Print Protect App”:

Diagram 2: Print Protect App in Printer

Printing “Print protect” files:
When the “buyer” of the copyright image or design sends the “Print Protect” file to the printer for
printing, the printer identifies the protected job. Printer firmware or “Print Protect App” installed on
the printer identifies the job through the “Print Protect” meta data or URL embedded in the file.
The printer then contacts cloud or the remote server and checks for a valid contract associated with the
job. The “buyer” is prompted to enter key/license/access‐credentials. If the job passes all the criteria
defined in the contract, the actual print job is released to the printer. The contract also decides the
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resolution, quality and the color schema of the job to be released. For security reasons, job could be
fragmented into multiple pieces and/or encrypted. Only the printer with “Print Protect” with proper
session and keys can retrieve and place together the final job.
In case of a reduced resolution file, the high resolution one gets released. For 3D STL files, other more
descriptive file formats such as .AMF, VRML, 3MF, OBJ, etc that have all the data to print are released.
The actual printable files thus get printed.
The printer firmware/ App also limits the number of prints based on the contract and prevents anything
that exceeds the contract.
In case the contract criteria are not met, an appropriate message is displayed on the printer. If the user
ignores the same and continues to print, the printed output could result in either a low resolution or a
partial image/product or could even be some junk characters.

Diagram 3: Print Protect App flow chart
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Tracking of “Print protect” prints:
Every time a “Print Protected” file gets printed, the printer firmware/App updates the contract
information stored in cloud or a contract on block‐chain such as the time and data on which the print
was taken, the quality/resolution of images and the number of print jobs produced. Since each contract
is unique and licensed to a particular authorized user or printer, the identity of the printer and the user
is established.

Collection of user metadata:
Another important feature of the invention is the collection of user data. Whenever a job gets printed,
Print Protect App or the Printer firmware sends relevant data to the remote server or cloud. This
provides valuable inputs to the publishers that can be highly insightful to his business. Data could be the
location where the print was taken, number of copies, time of the year, quality of images, etc. Such data
would be helpful in business analytics for the publisher. The Print Protect Solution Software would
provide the additional feature of collection, consolidation and interpretation of user metadata.

Notification of usage:
Print Protect Solution would also provide the feature of notifying the publisher whenever his
copyrighted designs or images are printed. These could be mobile notifications (messages, email alerts,
etc). These would help the publisher in billing, accounting as well as tracking in case of fraudulent usage.

Usage in controlling and tracking sensitive prints:
Establishments such as the department of defence, space, scientific or military research institutions and
government departments work with confidential and legal documents. Here the hardcopies of the
documents are of sensitive nature and need to be secured and controlled. “Print Protect” solution can
be extended to control and track prints in such organizations. The softcopies of documents with the
additional “Print Protect” feature would have the meta data embedded within. The contract would
allow only a certain set of authorized personnel to take printouts. The Print Protect App would validate
user credentials and permit printouts only for authorized users. In these cases, the remote server or
cloud could be replaced with a local server or system hosted within the organization itself for security
reasons.

Advantages:
1. The solution provides protection of copyright images/designs from illegal usage, piracy and
fraudulent usage
2. Brings in a process for publishers to charge money based on quality of prints and number of
prints. This could be specially leveraged in graphics and 3D printing segments
3. This provides a method for the publisher to control the quality and quantity and type of prints
based on several factors such as geographical location, user profile, etc. For example, certain
designs could be blocked from being printed for users from certain countries. Or, the type of
design/image that is printed can be dynamically altered based on the user profile.
4. Provides mechanism to control and track the production of 3D designs used in parts of defense
equipment, scientific equipment, arms and ammunitions that are of critical nature and require
highly controlled and secure production.
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5. Helps in creation of limited‐edition products in jewelries, textiles and art work.
6. The user metadata generated by the solution would be of immense help to business
establishments that publish copyrighted designs. User data would aid business analytics of the
organizations helping them make key decisions in business strategy, marketing and sales,
advertising and promotions.
7. This solution can be extended to enforce only authorized users to print confidential and
sensitive documents which would be especially useful in Government and defense sectors.

Disclosed by Dilip Rathnakar, Viswanatha Shankaranarayana and Dhanasekhar Kolamala, HP
Inc.
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